Tech Show 1960 Opens Late February

"Leave It to Eve", the 1960 edition of the Tech Show, will be held on February 25, 26, 27 and March 4 and 5. One hundred people from MIT, Simmons, and BU are participating in producing the show for the opening date. Gus Solomon, Jr., '59, has the male lead, and Judith Adams, BU senior, and Norma Humphries, Secretary in the Tech Engineering Review Office have the two female leads.

The show was written by Tom Doherty, '56, and has been termed a "modern fantasy" by Publicity Director for the show, Bruce Silberg, '56.

Doherty has been in Tech Shows for eight years, and Solomon for five. The Show itself is in its fifty-fourth year of production. This year the general manager is Harold Hoffer, '59, publicity director — Bruce Silberg, '56, director — Tom Doherty, '56, Chorographer — Gus Solomon, Jr., '56, Musicographer — Dave Hilker, '58, and set-designer — Bill Matranas, '58.

According to General Manager Hoffer, the show is especially complete except for certain acts which are being rewritten, and the sets which are not completely built. Beginning on January 31 the cast will rehearse every day until the opening day.

TANGENT
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Sales Comparatively Small

The Arabesque sold about 160 copies each of the two years of existence. For comparison, the Tech usually prints 2000 copies for each of its bi-weekly issues. Voo Doo has a monthly press run of 4400.

Nevertheless, many feel the time is ripe for a literary magazine. Some observers comment that each year the student body is getting more sensitive to the liberal arts. More and more MIT students appear at cultural events around Boston. There are plans in Senior House to print a house magazine of literary content. Many feel that Tangent will become a permanent member of the MIT publications.

Boxed Stationary

Value Now .79

Choice of 500 sheets, 50 envelopes.

Christmas Cards

Value .50 Off

Also included are ribbon, paper and assorted blank stationary.

Sheaffer Snorkel Pens

Value .50 Off

Eastman Kodak Cameras

20% or more off list.

Squash Racquets

Value 12.95 Now 9.98

Discounted discontinued models and parts. Others 15.50 now 7.95 and 9.95 now 5.95. Limited quantities.

Books

Selections from our own stock and publishers' overstock. Hundreds of titles, some recent titles, some hard and some paper.

Columbia-Viking Desk Encyclopedia . . .

Thorn Indexed . . . .

Plan . . . .

Now 5.95

Now 4.95

Best Contests

Now 1.49

From Punch

The Rose, by Douglas . . .

Now 1.75

Records, Mercury Star

Now 2.98

Best Contests

Now 2.98

Westminster Natinal list 4.95 now 2.98

Westminster Stoves list 5.95 now 3.95

Remington Razors

Value 24.95 Now 16.88

Norelco Razors

Value 24.95 Now 16.88

Coop Pipes

Value Now 2.19

Wallets

Value Now 3.95

Plus tax